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During recent years a number of severe clinical syndromes, collectively termed laminopathies, turned out to be caused
by various, distinct mutations in the human LMNA gene. Arising from this, remarkable progress has been made to unravel
the molecular pathophysiology underlying these disorders. A great benefit in this context was the generation of an
A-type lamin deficient mouse line (Lmna-/-) by Sullivan and others,1 which has become one of the most frequently used
models in the field and provided profound insights to many different aspects of A-type lamin function. Here, we report
the unexpected finding that these mice express a truncated Lmna gene product on both transcriptional and protein
level. Combining different approaches including mass spectrometry, we precisely define this product as a C-terminally
truncated lamin A mutant that lacks domains important for protein interactions and post-translational processing. Based
on our findings we discuss implications for the interpretation of previous studies using Lmna-/- mice and the concept of
human laminopathies.

Introduction
The nuclear lamina is a dense protein meshwork that lines the
inner nuclear membrane and serves as a nuclear scaffold. It is
composed of a distinct group of intermediate filaments collectively termed lamins.2,3 Commonly, lamins are subdivided in Aand B-type primarily according to their biochemical properties.
Mammalian genomes include two genes (Lmnb1 and Lmnb2)
encoding the three B-type lamins B1, B2 and B3.4-6 In contrast,
all mammalian A-type lamins (A, AΔ10, C and C2) are alternative splice variants arising from a single Lmna gene.7-10
In mice, the expression of A-type lamins is developmentally
regulated in a tissue-specific manner.11,12 With regard to this,
A-type lamins were proposed to serve tissue-specific functions
and to be implicated in terminal tissue differentiation. In recent
years, this notion has found support by the finding that distinct
mutations in the LMNA gene induce severe human diseases with
tissue-specific dysfunctions, collectively classified as laminopathies.13-19 Arising from these observations, novel physiological
roles are emerging that extend the significance of the lamina far
beyond nuclear scaffolding. Thus, lamins are currently considered as key regulators of gene expression by their involvement in
signaling, transcription and chromatin organization.20-22

Ongoing characterization of the relationship between physiological functions of nuclear lamins and their contribution to
the molecular pathophysiology of laminopathies has greatly
benefited from genetically modified mouse models. One of the
most versatile models providing insights to various issues of
A-type lamin function was provided by Sullivan and colleagues1
who created a mouse line with targeted disruption of the Lmna
locus. Initially, these mice (Lmna -/-) were found to develop
severe cardiac and skeletal myopathy by 3–4 weeks of postnatal development resulting in premature death between weeks
6 and 8. On the cellular level, embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs)
and tissues from Lmna -/- mice were characterized by aberrant
nuclear morphology, partial loss of peripheral heterochromatin and, most notably, mislocalization of emerin, thus bearing
strong resemblance to abnormalities associated with human
Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy.1 Additional reports demonstrated the emergence of dilated cardiomyopathy in both
Lmna -/- and Lmna +/- animals with considerable gene dosagedependent differences in disease onset and progression 23,24 as
well as the disruption of spermatogenesis in Lmna -/- males.25 A
multitude of further studies used Lmna -/- MEFs to investigate
the contribution of A-type lamins to nucleo-cytoskeletal integrity, nuclear mechanics and mechanotransduction 26-32 as well as
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their impact on cell-cycle control, differentiation and genome
stability.33-37
Here, we demonstrate the expression of a truncated and as
yet unnoticed Lmna gene product in Lmna-/- mice and MEFs
on mRNA and protein level. Despite the widespread use of this
mouse line and its careful initial characterization, this gene product—referred to as lamin AΔ8–11—has apparently been overlooked continuously. Taking into account recent data provided
by reports using Lmna-/- mice, we discuss implications of our
findings for current models of lamin function and the concept of
human laminopathies.
Results
Reactivity of three different A-type lamin-specific antibodies
with a nuclear envelope antigen expressed in Lmna-/- MEFs
and tissues. Having Lmna-/- MEFs1 on hand, we intended to
use this cell line as negative control to validate the specificity
of new polyclonal antibodies (pAb bs-01) against murine lamin
A/C raised in our laboratory. Unexpectedly, though affinity
purified against the pure immunized epitope, these antibodies
showed distinct reactivity with an antigen localized at the nuclear
envelope (NE) of Lmna-/- MEFs in immunocytochemistry
(Fig. 1AA”). Assuming non-specific cross-reactivity at first,
we were surprised to make the same observation with the
established and frequently used A-type lamin antibodies pAb
H-110 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) and mAb R2738 since both
of them specifically stained the NE of Lmna -/- MEFs as well
(Fig. 1B–B” and C–C”).
To verify these unexpected findings we performed immunohistochemistry on liver cryosections from Lmna-/- mice (Fig. 2).
In accordance with the results obtained with MEFs, all three antibodies (pAb bs-01, pAb H-110 and mAb R27) stained the NE
of Lmna-/- hepatocytes, although signal intensities were slightly
reduced compared with wild type controls (compare panels A
and E). Consistent with the initial characterization by Sullivan
et al.,1 nuclei of Lmna-/- cells frequently displayed considerable
morphological aberrations (F and G).
In a second step, we analyzed for the actual presence of an
A-type lamin-related antigen in Lmna-/- MEFs and tissues interacting with pAb bs-01 and pAb H-110 by immunoblotting
(Fig. 3). In line with the findings reported previously,1 both antibodies proved the absence of full-length lamins A (70 kDa) and
C (60 kDa) in Lmna-/- heart, liver and MEFs. However, in these
samples both antibodies clearly reacted with a distinct antigen
migrating at about 54 kDa. Although both pAb bs-01 and pAb
H-110 detected bands of similar molecular weight (~55 kDa)
in wild type controls as well (heart and liver), these antigens
migrated slightly higher indicating that they represent proteins
different from those found in Lmna-/- samples (see also below).
To define the relative expression of the 54 kDa antigen in Lmna-/tissues in comparison to the amount of A-type lamins expressed
in wild type mice, we quantified the corresponding protein bands
detected with pAb H-110 from heart and liver. This revealed that
the relative expression of the 54 kDa antigen is reduced to 24%
in Lmna-/- heart and 25% in Lmna-/- liver compared with the total
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amount of A-type lamins (A and C) in the corresponding wild
type controls. When specifically compared with wild type lamin
A, however, the relative expression of the 54 kDa antigen was not
significantly altered (87% in heart and 110% in liver). Together
these data indicated that, although full-length lamins A and C
are absent in Lmna-/- mice, these animals apparently express an
A-type lamin-related 54 kDa antigen at a level that is similar to
the expression of lamin A in wild type tissues.
Detection of a cDNA encoding a yet unnoticed Lmna gene
product in Lmna-/- MEFs and tissues. Implicating apparent
inconsistencies with the initial study1 that reported absence of
both full-length and truncated lamin A/C proteins in Lmna -/mice, the results described above appeared rather puzzling thus
far. One possible explanation for the divergent observations
might be the use of different antibodies. To resolve this issue, we
considered it necessary to perform additional experiments independent of the use of further antibodies.
To this, we claimed that if a truncated lamin A/C protein
would indeed be present in Lmna-/- mice, a corresponding
mRNA should be detectable as well. With regard to the targeted
disruption of the Lmna gene performed by Sullivan et al. who
replaced exons 8 to part of 11 by a neomycin resistance cassette,
we computationally generated a cDNA encoding a putative Lmna
gene product consisting of exons 1 to 7 and 12 but lacking exons
8 to 11 (therefore referred to as lamin AΔ8–11). A corresponding lamin AΔ8–11 mRNA, which could be produced by alternative splicing in vivo, would exclude the gene knockout construct
and would therefore probably give rise to a stable polypeptide. In
silico translation (http://expasy.org/tools/pi_tool.html) revealed
a predicted mass of a putative lamin AΔ8–11 protein of 53.5 kDa.
This calculated mass would in fact correspond well to the size of
the antigen detected in Lmna-/- samples by immunoblotting.
To test for the existence of an mRNA encoding lamin AΔ8–
11 in vivo, we performed RT-PCR with Lmna-/- MEFs and tissues
using two different lamin A-specific primer sets with binding in
exons 1 (5) and 12 (3') each (Fig. 4). Using these primers, amplicons corresponding to full-length lamin A (~2 kbp) were readily
detectable in wild type controls (heart and liver). As expected
from our immunoblots and in line with the data provided by
Sullivan et al.1 these amplicons were absent in MEFs and tissues
isolated from Lmna-/- mice. Instead, in all Lmna-/- samples PCR
products well matching the size of the putative lamin AΔ8–11
message (~1.4 kbp) could be amplified. Consistent with the notion
that the 54 kDa antigen of Lmna-/- samples and the 55 kDa antigen of wild type controls detected by immunoblotting are different proteins, a corresponding ~1.4 kbp band was not detected
in RT-PCR reactions of wild type controls (see also below). To
verify the predicted splicing from exon 7 to 12 in Lmna-/- mice,
the obtained ~1.4 kbp PCR products were cloned and sequenced
(Fig. 4). This revealed the expected nucleotide sequence of lamin
AΔ8–11 comprising exons 1–7 and 12 but lacking exons 8–11 of
Lmna. Together, these data unequivocally demonstrate that the
truncated lamin AΔ8–11 is in fact expressed in Lmna-/- MEFs
and tissues at least on the transcriptional level.
Lamin AΔ8–11 is a truncated Lmna gene product that is
present as a stable protein in Lmna -/- MEFs. Since expression
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Figure 1. Reactivity of three different A-type lamin-specific antibodies with a NE antigen present in Lmna-/- MEFs. Lmna-/- MEFs were stained with
either pAb bs-01 (A), pAb H-110 (B) or mAb R27 (C). DNA was stained with Hoechst 33258 (A’–C’). Specimens were analyzed by confocal microscopy and
individual channels were merged (A”–C”). All three antibodies stained the NE of Lmna-/- MEFs. Bars, 10 μm.

of an mRNA is not sufficient evidence for the presence of the
corresponding protein we had to go back to the protein level for
further analysis. To validate whether lamin AΔ8–11 is present as
a stable polypeptide in Lmna-/- cells and to determine whether
this is identical with the 54 kDa antigen detected in immunoblots of Lmna-/- samples, this antigen was purified by biochemical
approaches and analyzed by mass spectrometry.
To this end, Lmna-/- MEFs were fractionated by successive
extraction with 1% Triton X-100, DNaseI, 1 M sodium chloride and 8 M urea according to a protocol described previously.39
As expected, the vast majority of cellular proteins were extractable with 1% Triton X-100, DNaseI and 1 M sodium chloride
(Fig. 5A). In contrast, the 54 kDa antigen of Lmna-/- MEFs was
almost completely retained in the insoluble fraction under these
conditions and could not be solubilized until treated with 8 M
urea (Fig. 5B). Since resistance to extraction with non-ionic
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detergents, DNaseI and high salt is a common feature of karyoskeletal structures,40-43 this result was consistent with the possibility that the 54 kDa antigen found in Lmna-/- cells might in
fact be a nuclear lamin.
Salt resistant fractions were used for further purification by ion
exchange chromatography according to Krohne.44 Protein binding to a carboxymethyl (CM) sepharose matrix was performed at
pH 6.0. As verified by immunoblotting, binding of the 54 kDa
antigen to the matrix occurred quantitatively under these conditions (Fig. 5C), indicating that its isoelectric point was above
6.0 which was in line with the theoretical value (6.75) of a putative lamin AΔ8–11 obtained by computational analysis (http://
expasy.org/tools/pi_tool.html). Elution of bound proteins was
performed by incremental increase of sodium chloride concentration and the elution profile of the 54 kDa antigen was monitored
by immunoblotting. The majority of the 54 kDa antigen eluted
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Figure 2. The NE of cells from Lmna-/- liver tissue is stained with A-type lamin-specific antibodies. Liver cryosections of wild type (A–D) and Lmna-/(E–H) mice were stained with either pAb bs-01 (A, B, E and F), pAb H-110 (C and G) or mAb R27 (D and H). DNA was stained with Hoechst 33258 (A’–H’).
Specimens were analyzed by confocal microscopy and individual channels were merged (A”–H”). All three antibodies stained the NE of Lmna-/- hepatocytes, although signal intensities were slightly reduced compared with wild type controls (compare overviews in A and E). Additionally, Lmna-/- nuclei
were frequently misshapen (see panels F–F” and G–G”). Bars, 10 μm.

at 60 mM of sodium chloride in a reproducible manner (Fig.
5C). Protein fractions were analyzed by SDS-PAGE followed by
silver staining (Fig. 5D). The protein band corresponding to the
54 kDa antigen (as judged by the elution profile) was recovered
from the gel and subjected to mass spectrometry.
Since we assumed that the 54 kDa antigen isolated from
Lmna-/- cells constitutes lamin AΔ8–11, our analyses should
reveal the presence of peptides encoded by exons 1–7 of Lmna
(i.e., residues 1–460 of lamin A/C) whereas peptides encoded by
exons 8–11 (i.e., residues 461–657 of pre-lamin A) should consistently be absent. In fact, this proved correct in five independent
runs with samples of three independent salt extractions (34% to
70% sequence coverage; Fig. S1). In contrast, analysis of fulllength lamin A that was extracted from wild type cells and used
as a positive control revealed multiple peptides (sequence coverage 69%) including peptides specific for the C-terminal part of
lamin A encoded by exons 8–11. Moreover, mass spectrometric
analysis of the 55 kDa antigen that was detected in immunoblots of wild type controls with A-type lamin-specific antibodies
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revealed a peptide encoded by exon 8 which is clearly absent from
lamin AΔ8–11 (Fig. S2). This is consistent with the notion that
the 55 kDa antigen of wild type cells is not identical with lamin
AΔ8–11 and rather reflects a lamin A/C degradation product.45,46
Thus, by our analyses we could clearly demonstrate the presence
of the truncated lamin A mutant Δ8–11 in the Lmna-/- mouse
line which was assumed to completely lack A-type lamin expression so far.
Careful analysis of the lamin AΔ8–11 sequence revealed further
significant implications. The C-terminal CaaX-motif (CSIM) of
pre-lamin A is target of extensive post-translational processing
including cysteine S-farnesylation, endoproteolytic cleavage of
the tripeptide SIM and carboxy-methylation of the remaining
farnesyl-cysteine. Finally, by proteolytic cleavage at tyrosine-647
a 15-mer peptide including the farnesylated cysteine is removed
from the very C-terminus by metalloprotease Zmpste24 thus
producing mature lamin A.47-55 Interestingly, all sequence requirements for C-terminal CaaX-processing of pre-lamin A excluding
the final proteolytic maturation step performed by Zmpste24
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are encoded by exon 12 of Lmna which is present in the
lamin AΔ8–11 mRNA. The cleavage site surrounding tyrosine-647 encoded by exon 11, however, is clearly absent from
lamin AΔ8–11. This suggested that lamin AΔ8–11 might
undergo uncommon post-translational processing resulting in the persistence of a permanently farnesylated A-type
lamin in Lmna-/- mice. Unfortunately, we could not detect
a farnesylated C-terminal peptide of lamin AΔ8–11 in our
mass spectrometry, probably due to high hydrophobicity
caused by farnesylation. A non-farnesylated peptide encoded
by exon 12, however, was neither detectable. Moreover, several studies demonstrate that a C-terminal CaaX-motif is
clearly sufficient for post-translational farnesylation of target proteins.56-58 This, together with the fact that Zmpste24
is the only known enzyme able to cleave farnesylated prelamin A, indicates that lamin AΔ8–11 probably constitutes
a permanently farnesylated lamin A mutant.
Discussion
Figure 3. Detection of a 54 kDa antigen in Lmna-/- samples with different
In summary, the data reported in our study reveal that the
-/A-type lamin-specific antibodies by immunoblotting. Lmna-/- and wild type
truncated Lmna mutant lamin AΔ8–11 persists in the Lmna
samples were subjected to SDS-PAGE followed by western blotting. Memmouse line which has previously been considered as combranes were stained with either anti-lamin A/C pAb H-110 (A) or anti-lamin
pletely deficient for A-type lamins.1 This is an unexpected
A/C pAb bs-01 (B). Sample loading was controlled with anti-α-tubulin mAb
but important finding that sheds new light on the interT5168 (C). Lamins A (70 kDa) and C (60 kDa) are indicated by arrowheads. The
54 kDa antigen of Lmna-/- samples is marked by arrows. Asterisks indicate a 55
pretation of phenotypes that have been observed in Lmna -/kDa
antigen present in wild type samples.
mice (and derived cell lines) and their underlying molecular
mechanism. Due to the expression of a truncated Lmna gene
product, Lmna-/- mice should no longer be considered as “null.” completely eliminated in a heterozygous Lmna background
Thus, taking up an issue that has recently been discussed for (Zmpste24 -/-, Lmna +/-; a situation which is equivalent to heteroother Lmna alleles,59 two scenarios, which are not mutually exclu- zygosity for lamin AΔ8–11).66 Thus, we assume lamin AΔ8–11
sive, are conceivable to explain the phenotypes of Lmna-/- mice: to be less toxic than both progerin and farnesylated pre-lamin A
First, resulting from the deletion of exons 8–11 and the conse- in vivo. Despite this, we of course cannot rule out at present that
quent loss of significant domains, lamin AΔ8–11 could act as lamin AΔ8–11 features some sort of toxicity on the cellular level.
a functionally hypoactive protein carrying out certain functions A slight toxic effect emanating from lamin AΔ8–11 would rather
but failing to perform others (loss-of-function model). Second, provide a viable explanation why transfection of Lmna-/- MEFs
if uncommon post-translational processing leading to potential with lamin A/C constructs failed to fully restore normal nuclear
permanent farnesylation of lamin AΔ8–11 should in fact occur, it morphology and did not rescue certain mechanical stress phenocould also act as a toxic molecule with a dominant-negative effect types in various in vitro approaches.27,32 Supporting this aspect,
(gain-of-function model).
the phenotypic comparison of heterozygous Lmna +/- mice24 with
The latter notion (gain-of-function model) would be in line heterozygous animals of a novel Lmna mouse model67 could be
with multiple reports demonstrating that disturbance of proper interpreted as a further in vivo indication for a moderate domipre-lamin A processing elicits severe disorders in various mouse nant-negative effect associated with lamin AΔ8–11 (see below).
models and in humans.16,47,54,60-65 In the case of lamin AΔ8–11,
Nonetheless, many of the phenotypes observed in Lmna-/- mice
however, several findings indicate that its toxicity is relatively and MEFs are in line with the assumption that, due to the lack
low. First, mice heterozygous for an Lmna allele encoding the of significant domains encoded by exons 8–11, lamin AΔ8–11
truncated lamin A variant progerin (LmnaHG/+)—which in fact primarily acts as a hypoactive protein (loss-of-function model).
is a toxic lamin—suffer from severe progeroid syndromes with Concerning their molecular structure, lamins are composed of a
relatively broad phenotypes (reduced growth rates, bone abnor- central α-helical rod domain flanked by a non-helical N-terminal
malities, loss of body fat) and die prematurely.62 In contrast, head and a C-terminal tail that contains a nuclear localization
mice heterozygous for lamin AΔ8–11 (Lmna +/-) have a more or signal (NLS) and adopts a conserved immunoglobulin-like fold
less normal life span and feature a much milder and more sub- (Ig-fold).68-70 Compared with the structure of wild type lamin A,
tle phenotype leading to late-onset cardiomyopathy.1,24 Second, the integrity of both the N-terminal head and the α-helical rod
the devastating disease phenotype of Zmpste24-deficient mice are completely unaffected by the truncation of lamin AΔ8–11
(Zmpste24 -/-, Lmna +/+) that are unable to perform the final cleav- (Fig. 6). Moreover, the region of the C-terminal lamin tail directly
age of farnesylated pre-lamin A to produce mature lamin A is adjacent to the α-helical rod (including the NLS) is still present in
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loss-of-function model (see also Figure 6):
Lmna-/- mice were initially characterized by
severe muscular dystrophy and mislocalization of emerin.1 Since most of the emerin
binding site which has been mapped to
residues 384–566 of lamins A/C75 is absent
from lamin AΔ8–11, loss of emerin binding and consequent emerin mislocalization
in Lmna-/- cells seems plausible. Moreover,
residues 389–664 of lamin A were found to
interact with SREBP1 a/c which is known
to promote adipocyte differentiation and
lipid synthesis. Disturbance of lamin
A-SREBP1 interactions is associated with
certain types of lipodystrophy.76,77 Thus,
absence of a major portion of the SREBPbinding domain from lamin AΔ8–11 could
at least in part account for the loss of white
body fat reported for Lmna-/- mice.1 In a
similar manner, loss of DNA binding in
lamin AΔ8–11 (residues 411–553 of lamins
A/C)78 could cause the loss of peripheral
heterochromatin observed in Lmna-/- cells.1
Additionally, the C-terminal tail domains
of lamins A/C were found to contribute to
their interactions with several structural
proteins including actin,79,80 SUN-domain
proteins30,81 and Nesprin-2.29 Consistent
with the fact that the C-terminal tail is
virtually completely absent from lamin
AΔ8–11, integrity and functionality of
complexes formed with these binding
Figure 4. RT-PCR reveals the presence of an mRNA encoding the truncated Lmna gene product
partners were altered in Lmna-/- cells and
lamin AΔ8–11 in Lmna-/- heart, liver and MEFs. Two different primer sets were used to analyze
mice.28-30,82-84 Finally, the LAP2α binding
the expression of Lmna gene products in Lmna-/- samples and wild type controls. Primers of
domain (residues 319–566 of lamin A/C) 85
pair 1 (A) were complementary to the protein coding sequence of lamin A including the start
is partially deleted in lamin AΔ8–11. Since
codon encoded by exon 1 and the stop codon encoded by exon 12. Primers of pair 2 (B) specifinucleoplasmic LAP2α-lamin A complexes
cally bound in the 5'UTR and 3'UTR of lamin A encoded by exons 1 and 12, respectively. Positive
controls were performed with GAPDH-specific primers (C). The amplicons corresponding to
were found to regulate retinoblastoma profull-length lamin A (~2 kbp) and lamin AΔ8–11 (~1.4 kbp) are indicated by arrowheads. (D) To
tein function,86 reduced binding of LAP2α
verify the specificity of RT-PCR amplification, PCR products were cloned and sequenced. The 3'to lamin AΔ8–11 could thus contribute to
end of the sequence of the 1.4 kbp amplicons obtained from Lmna-/- samples (i.e., lamin AΔ8–11)
the abnormalities of retinoblastoma protein
is depicted. Here, nucleotides encoded by exon 7 of Lmna are spliced to exon 12. Nucleotides
function and cell-cycle control observed in
1–1157 (not depicted) are encoded by exons 1–6 of Lmna. Nucleotides coding for a CaaX-motif at
the C-terminus of the corresponding polypeptide are given in bold.
Lmna-/- MEFs.33,35,36
Recently, Kubben et al.67 developed
a novel Lmna null mouse based on genthe mutated lamin. Thus, lamin AΔ8–11 comprises the protein etrap technology (LmnaGT-/-) that was characterized by postdomains that are currently considered as most crucial for normal natal maturation defects of adipose, cardiac and muscle tissues.
lamin assembly into higher-order nuclear structures.71-73 In con- Compared with Lmna-/- mice the phenotype of LmnaGT-/- anitrast, most of the residues in the lamin tail forming the conserved mals was similar with regard to the tissues affected but was more
Ig-fold are absent from lamin AΔ8–11. Since the C-terminal severe in terms of temporal onset and progression of the sympIg-fold is an important domain for interactions of lamins with toms. Consequently, premature death occurred much earlier in
multiple binding partners,22,74 its deletion predicts considerable the LmnaGT-/- model (2–3 weeks pp vs. 6–8 weeks pp). Obvious
perturbations of lamin binding to other proteins. In fact, a num- differences concerning the applied gene knockout strategies were
ber of studies that used Lmna-/- mice and MEFs reported phe- discussed as a most probable reason for the different phenotypes
notypes that can consistently be ascribed to disturbed protein of both mouse models.67 Our current data strongly supports this
interactions of laminAΔ8–11 and therefore strongly support the notion, since the persistence of a truncated, hypoactive A-type
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Figure 5. Purification of the 54 kDa antigen of Lmna-/- MEFs by salt extraction and ion exchange chromatography. (A and B) Lmna-/- MEFs were successively extracted with 1% Triton X-100 (ST), DNaseI and 1 M NaCl (SNaCl). Salt resistant pellets were solubilized in 8 M urea buffer (Surea). Equivalents of
respective supernatants (ST, SNaCl and Surea), the final pellet (Purea) as well as whole cells (control; C) were analyzed by SDS-PAGE followed by staining with
Coomassie brilliant blue (A) or immunoblotting with pAb bs-01 (B). As evidenced by Coomassie staining, the vast majority of cellular proteins were
solubilized by extraction with Triton X-100, DNaseI and 1 M NaCl. In contrast, the 54 kDa antigen of Lmna-/- MEFs was not solubilized until extracted
with 8 M urea. The abundant protein band of about 34 kDa (lane SNaCl; marked by arrow) corresponds to the supplemented DNaseI. (C) Salt resistant
fractions obtained from cell fractionation were further processed by ion exchange chromatography on a CM-Sepharose matrix. Elution was performed
by incremental increase of the NaCl concentration. For each concentration 20 fractions with a volume of 1.5 ml each were used. Names of fractions
are given as “x.y.” Here, x indicates the NaCl concentration (mM) and y indicates the number of the fraction (1–20). Eluted fractions were analyzed
with regard to the presence of the 54 kDa antigen by western blotting with pAb bs-01. The majority of the 54 kDa antigen eluted at 60 mM of NaCl in
a reproducible manner. (D) Protein fractions containing the 54 kDa antigen were separated by SDS-PAGE followed by silver staining. The bands corresponding to the 54 kDa antigen (as judged by the elution profile; see arrows) were recovered from the gels and subjected to mass spectrometry.

lamin in the Lmna-/- strain plausibly explains its relatively milder
phenotype. Interestingly, comparison of both Lmna models
regarding the characteristics of heterozygous animals draws a
different picture. Here, Wolf et al.24 reported progressive electrophysiological abnormalities commencing around 4 weeks
after birth and the emergence of late-onset cardiomyopathy in
aged (50 weeks) heterozygous Lmna +/- mice. In contrast, no such
defects were detectable in heterozygous LmnaGT+/- animals up
to one year in age.67 Certainly, genetic background-dependent
lamin A/C haploinsufficiency provides one possible explanation
for these differences. Alternatively, however, based on our data,
the emergence of specific age-dependent cardiac abnormalities in
heterozygous Lmna +/- mice could also be due to a moderate toxic
effect associated with lamin AΔ8–11. In this case, the molecular properties of the truncated lamin mutant AΔ8–11 would
combine pronounced loss-of-function features with a moderate
dominant-negative effect.
In conclusion, our current study demonstrates the expression
of the lamin deletion mutant AΔ8–11 in the Lmna-/- mouse line
which was initially thought to completely lack A-type lamin
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expression. To avoid potential misconceptions we therefore propose this mouse line to be rather considered as LmnaΔ8–11 for
future discussion. With regard to the considerations discussed
above, LmnaΔ8–11 mice and derived MEFs seem to remain a viable
loss-of-function model to study A-type lamin function in ongoing experiments. Nonetheless, our findings set obvious limitations to future studies and the expression of lamin AΔ8–11 in
LmnaΔ8–11 mice should be carefully taken into account for their
interpretation.
Materials and Methods
Lmna -/- mice and MEFs. Generation of Lmna-/- mice was
described previously.1 Lmna-/- MEFs were cultured in DMEM
Glutamax (Gibco) with 10% (v/v) FCS, 1% (v/v) penicillin/
streptomycin and 1% (v/v) l-glutamin at 37°C and 5% CO2
according to standard procedures.
Antibodies. Polyclonal antibodies bs-01 were produced in
rabbit. To this, a His-tagged fusion construct comprising the
C-terminal part of murine lamin C (aa 402–574) was expressed
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Figure 6. Lamin AΔ8–11 is a truncated A-type lamin that lacks domains important for protein interactions and post-translation processing. (A) Lamin
A encoding exons of the murine Lmna gene are marked by numbers 1–12. The last residue of the lamin A protein sequence encoded by each exon is
indicated. Full-length pre-lamin A comprises residues 1–665 encoded by exons 1–12. In contrast, residues 461–657 of full-length lamin A encoded by
exons 8–11 are absent from lamin AΔ8–11. (B) Important domains and sequence motifs of full-length lamin A and lamin AΔ8–11 are depicted. Neither
the integrity of the central α-helical rod domain (comprising coils 1A, 1B, 2A and 2B; blue) nor the presence of the nuclear localization signal (NLS; red)
is altered in lamin AΔ8–11. However, the majority of residues forming the Ig-fold (green) are absent. Notably, the C-terminal sequence motifs implicated in post-translational processing (orange) of pre-lamin A are partly deleted in laminAΔ8–11 as well. While the C-terminal CSIM (target of protein
farnesylation) appears to be present in this truncated A-type lamin as judged from its mRNA sequence, the site of cleavage by metalloprotease Zmpste24 around tyrosine-647 is clearly absent. This suggests that lamin AΔ8–11 could constitute a permanently farnesylated A-type lamin. (C) Epitopes of
the anti-lamin A antibodies used in this study reside within the depicted regions. (D) Mapped binding epitopes of the indicated A-type lamin-binding
partners (emerin, SREBP1 a/c, DNA, actin, Sun1, Nesprin-2 and LAP2α) are completely or in part absent from lamin AΔ8–11. Respective residues of fulllength lamin A are given by numbers. For references see text.

in E. coli Rosetta (Novagen), purified on Ni-NTA agarose
resin (Qiagen) and used for immunization of rabbits (Seqlab,
Göttingen, Germany). Sera obtained from final bleedings were
affinity-purified against the antigen coupled to a NHS-activated
HiTrap column according to the manufacturer’s instructions (GE
Healthcare). Affinity-purified bs-01 was diluted 1:100 for immunohistochemistry (IC) or 1:10.000 for immunoblotting (IB).
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Further primary antibodies were rabbit pAb H-110 (IC 1:50; IB
1:10.000; Santa Cruz Biotechnology), mAb R27 (IC 1:100; 38)
and mAb T5168 (IB 1:20.000; Sigma-Aldrich). Secondary
antibodies used in this study were purchased from Dianova or
LI-COR and used according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Immunofluorescence microscopy. MEFs and liver cryosections (5 μm) were fixed with 1% formaldehyde in PBS
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(140 mM NaCl, 2.6 mM KCl, 6.4 mM Na 2HPO4, 1.4 mM
KH2PO4, pH 7.4) and permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100
in PBS. Specimens were blocked with PBT (PBS, 1.5% BSA,
0.1% Tween-20) followed by successive incubation with primary and secondary antibodies (Dianova) for 2 h and 30
min, each. DNA was counterstained with Hoechst 33258.
Specimens were embedded in Glycerol-PBS (1:1) and analyzed
by confocal microscopy on a TCS-SP2 (Leica Microsystems).
Fluorochromes were scanned sequentially using appropriate laser
settings (Hoechst 33258: excitation 405 nm, detection 420–500
nm; Cy2: excitation 488 nm, detection 500–580 nm). Single
section scans were taken with a 63×/1.40 HCX PL APO lbd.
BL oil-immersion objective, pinhole at 1.00 P AU and 2-fold
accumulation. Depending on the experiment, either three or
ten sequenced single section scans were used to calculate maximum 2D projection with Leica TCS-SP2 microscope software.
Image data were processed with Adobe Photoshop CS2 (Adobe
Systems). Laser intensities and gain settings during image acquisition as well as image processing protocols were equivalent for
Lmna -/- and control samples.
SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting. SDS-PAGE was performed on 10% polyacrylamide gels according to Laemmli87 or
Thomas and Kornberg88 depending on the experiment. Proteins
were either stained with Coomassie brilliant blue G 250 (Serva)
or silver nitrate (Applichem). For immunoblotting, proteins
were transferred to nitrocellulose membranes as described by
Matsudaira.89 Membranes were blocked over night at 4°C in
TBST buffer (10 mM Tris/HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 0.1% Tween
20, pH 7.4) containing 10% milk powder and subsequently
incubated with primary antibodies for 1–2 h at room temperature. For conventional immunodetection, membranes were then
incubated with respective peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibodies (Dianova; 1 h at room temperature) and bound antibodies were detected using Western Lightning Plus-ECL (Perkin
Elmer). For quantitative immunoblotting, secondary antibodies were goat anti-rabbit IRDye 800 CW and goat anti-mouse
IRDye 680 LT (LI-COR; incubation for 1 h at room temperature in the dark). Here, blots were scanned with the LI-COR
Odyssey infrared imager and protein bands were quantified with
the manufacturer’s software. For each sample, the expression of
A-type lamins (A, C and AΔ8–11) was normalized to α-tubulin.
This allowed direct comparison of the relative lamin expression
levels in wild type and corresponding Lmna-/- tissues.
RT-PCR. Total RNA was prepared from MEFs and tissues
using TriFAST (Peqlab Biotechnology). cDNA was produced
from 1 μg of total RNA using oligo-dT primers (Fermentas)
and M-MLV reverse transcriptase (Promege). Lamin A-specific
primers were 5'-ATG GAG ACC CCG TCA CA-3' and 5'-TTA
CAT GAT GCT GCA GTT CT-3' (primer set 1) or 5'-AGC
ACT GTC ACC CTG CCG G-3' and 5'-CTG CCT GGC AGG
TCC CAG A-3' (primer set 2), respectively. Positive controls were
performed with GAPDH-specific primers (5'-GGG CCC ACT
TGA AGG GTG GAG C-3' and 5'-GTC AGA TCC ACG ACG
GAC ACA TTG G-3'). To control specificity of amplification,
PCR products were cloned into pSC-B-amp/kan (StrataClone
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Blunt PCR Cloning Kit; Agilent Technologies) and sequenced
by GATC Biotech.
Cell fractionation and ion exchange chromatography. Cell
fractionation was essentially performed as described previously.39
Salt resistant pellets were solubilized in urea buffer (8 M urea,
50 mM sodium acetate, 2 mM DTT, pH 6.0). Ion exchange
chromatography was performed on CM Sepharose Fast Flow (GE
Healthcare) according to Krohne.44 Bound proteins were eluted
with urea buffer supplemented with NaCl. NaCl concentrations
were successively raised by 20 mM increments. Eluted fractions
were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting.
Mass Spectrometry. ESI mass spectrometry was performed as
follows. Protein bands were excised from the gel and proteins in
the gel pieces were reduced with 10 mM DTT for 1 h at 56°C
and alkylated with 55 mM iodoacetamide for 30 min at RT.
The gel pieces were washed three times alternately with 40 mM
NH4HCO3 and ethanol. After drying with acetonitrile an in-gel
trypsin digestion was performed by adding 100 ng trypsin in
40 mM NH4HCO3 and incubation overnight at 37°C. Tryptic
peptides were extracted from the gel plugs with acetonitrile/0.1%
TFA and analyzed by nanoLC-ESI-MS/MS. Tryptic peptides were
separated using a nanoAcquity UPLC system (Waters GmbH).
Liquid chromatography separation was performed using a C18
trap column (180 μm × 20 mm) with a particle size of 5 μm and a
BEH130 C18 main- column (100 μm × 100 mm) with a particle
size of 1.7μm (Waters GmbH). Flow rate was 0.4 μl / min and the
gradient was from 0 to 90% acetonitrile in 0.1 formic acid over 90
min. The UPLC system was coupled online to an LTQ Orbitrap
XL mass spectrometer (Thermo Scientific). Data were acquired by
scan cycles of one FTMS scan with a resolution of 60000 at m/z
400 and a range from 300 to 2000 m/z in parallel with six MS/
MS scans in the ion trap of the most abundant precursor ions.
Database searches were performed using the MASCOT search
engine (Matrix Science; version 2.2) against the NCBInr database (release 2011-10-14). Peptide mass tolerance was 5 ppm and
fragment mass tolerance 0.4 Da. Carbamidomethylation of cysteine was set as fixed modification. Variable modifications included
oxidation of methionine and deamidation of asparagine and glutamine. One missed cleavage site in case of incomplete trypsin
hydrolysis was allowed.
Alternatively, tandem mass spectrometry was performed
using online Q-ToF in the following manner. Protein bands were
excised from SDS-PAGE stained with Coomassie Blue and treated
as described in Testerink et al.90 The resulting slices were reduced
and then S-alkylated using dithiothreitol and iodoacetamide,
respectively. After vacuum-drying, the proteins were digested in
gel using Trypsin Gold (Promega) overnight before peptides were
extracted according to Shevchenko et al.91 The peptide containing
eluates were evaporated and reconstituted in 6 μl 60% Acetonitrile
and 1% formic acid. The resulting solutions were injected onto an
Ultimate 2000 nano-HPLC system (LC Packings, Amsterdam,
Netherlands) equipped with a PepMap100 C18 reverse phase column (25 cm × 75 μm i.d.; Dionex). The peptides were eluated
using a 45 min linear gradient with increasing acetonitrile concentration and a flow rate of 0.3 μl/min and directly ionized by
electrospray in a Q-ToF (Micromass). The most intense ions in
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survey scans acquired from m/z 350–1400 were selected in a data
dependent mode for low energy collision induced dissociation
(MS/MS). The generated spectra were processed using the
MaxEnt3 algorithm in the Masslynx Proteinlynx software. The
generated peak lists were submitted to an internally licensed version of MASCOT (Matrix Science) and searched against a complete orf translation from mouse (MSIPI_mouse mouse_3.67).92
Two miscleavages, variable oxidation of methionine and a tolerance of 0.6 Da were allowed for peptides and MS/MS. Probabilistic
MASCOT scoring was used to evaluate the identified peptides
and proteins. For each sample at least 2 biological and technical
replicates were analyzed.
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